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Background 
Diverse background 
Education 
Women & IT 
Outreach efforts







••Social issues 
••Viewpoint 
••Motivation 
••Awareness
••Diversity 
••outreachMAD

Social 

•• Results 5 years
•• 450+ applicants 
•• 10 in STEM & 

computing( out of 40 
graduates)

•• Repeat applicants 
•• Parents & educators 

involvement increased
•• More regional and 

national winners
•• Quality has improved
•• Parents in planning 

(photography)

AiC
Platform

•• Small population 
schools 

•• Remote areas
•• Distance
•• One school per 

county 
•• Limited skills 
•• No email 

bombardment 
•• Limited resources
•• Time!
•• Incomplete 

applications 

Rural Schools



Interactive Experience!

10 Minutes discussion 
One outreach activity & One challenge  

Relate to the rural areas



Challenges 
“Fit” in
Build a relationship 

• One educator 
Parents meeting 
Identify the need & show them statistics how IT world is 

changing face of the world!
Show the community this is important! 



Be Smart: Context of your job!

Teaching 
Research 
Service 



Be Smart: Context of your job!

Teaching
• Experiential learning (mission statement) 

• Projects in class-showcase 
• Virtual Reality
• Raspberry Pi 
• Cybersecurity



Be Smart: Context of your job!

Research
• Assess & Evaluate process 

• Hypothesis validation 
• Small community based grant
• Research paper (Microsoft) “Closing the STEM Gap 

Why STEM classes and careers still lack girls and what 
we can do about it”



Be Smart: Context of your job!

Service
• Involve community 

• Students, local businesses, etc. 
• Small businesses attend the Aspirations, letter of 

appreciation from the Mayor
• 31 undergraduate students involvement 
• After school activities 



Bit by Bit!
It is a process not a product!
Add “value” bit by bit 

One task at a time 
“Ask” the schools what help they need
Brag about them!
Tell their story!



Preaching to the choir!
The main takeaways from the Microsoft research are:
Girls and young women have a hard time picturing themselves in STEM roles. They need more exposure to 

STEM jobs, female role models, and career awareness and planning.
Girls don’t initially see the potential for careers in STEM to be creative or have a positive impact on the world. 

But even a little exposure to real-world applications of STEM knowledge dramatically changes their 
outlook.

Girls who participate in STEM clubs and activities outside of school are more likely to say they will pursue 
STEM subjects later in their education. The kinds of experiments and experiences girls are exposed to in 
these activities can provide insights for how to enhance STEM instruction in the classroom.

Encouragement from teachers and parents makes a big difference in girls’ interest in STEM—especially when 
it comes from both teachers and parents.

Educators can foster a “growth mindset” among their female students by tapping into their willingness to work 
hard for results.

Source: https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE1UMWz

https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE1UMWz


Thank you!
Questions?


